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PRIME MINISTER’S DIARY
G20

O

n June 17 (local time), Prime Minister
Yoshihiko Noda visited Los Cabos, the

United Mexican States, to attend the G20 Los
Cabos Summit.

At the Summit Meeting, the Leaders held active

discussions mainly on global economic issues, including measures needed to address the European

debt crisis that has been destabilizing the global financial markets.

As Japan’s efforts, Prime Minister Noda cited

such undertakings as the purchase of bonds issued
by the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF)

and the commitment to contribute 60 billion dollars for a new line of credit to strengthen the IMF

resources. Referring to nations which have not yet
announced amounts of their contributions to
strengthen the IMF resources, he urged them to
announce the amounts to reassure markets. He also

explained Japan’s efforts to prevent spillovers of the
European crisis into Asia, including its efforts to
enhance the Chiang Mai Initiative.

With respect to the Japanese economy, Prime

Minister Noda stated that he views fiscal consolida-

tion and economic growth as two wheels of a cart,
and that in line with the commitment at the Cannes
Summit, a package of bills for the comprehensive

reform of social security and tax, which includes

Earthquake of 2011.

Moreover, Prime Minister Noda stated on the

first day of the Summit that the development of developing countries is necessary and that from this

point of view, development issues such as inclusive
green growth and infrastructure should be considered as G20 agenda in order to achieve sustainable

and balanced growth. He also noted that Japan
would contribute to this cause through its Vision
and Actions toward Low-Carbon Growth and a
Climate-Resilient World, the assistance to the

strengthening of ASEAN’s connectivity, and

knowledge on disaster management, among other

things. Moreover, he added that Japan would provide 1 billion dollars worth of yen credits through

the EPSA (Enhanced Private Sector Assistance for
Africa) framework in five years, and that Japan

would also discuss economic growth through

private-sector investment during TICAD V to be
held next year.

Based upon the discussions at the Summit Meet-

ing, the “G20 Leaders Declaration” and the “Los
Cabos Growth and Jobs Action Plan” were issued.

The World
Ministerial
Conference on
Disaster Reduction
in Tohoku

two phases by October 2015, was submitted to the

W

that he is doing everything he can for the bills to

and Fukushima Prefectures that are disaster-affected

bills for raising the consumption tax rate to 10% in

National Diet in March 2012. He also explained
pass. He stated that it would be possible to achieve

economic growth of 2% or higher in fiscal 2012 by
the revitalization of the Japanese economy through
such efforts as the implementation of Strategy for

Rebirth of Japan and the reconstruction of the re-

gions severely hit hard by the Great East Japan
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ith initiative of Japan, the World Ministe-

rial Conference on Disaster Reduction in

Tohoku was held on July 3 and 4 in Iwate, Miyagi

areas by Great East Japan Earthquake. Under the

theme of “Wisdom of the World to the DisasterAffected Areas,” and “Lessons of the DisasterAffected Areas to the World,” the Conference at-

tracted about 500 delegates from 63 countries, 14
international organizations and others.

Every year, about 200 million people are affected

by natural disasters and citizens of developing

efforts for disaster reduction.

On July 3, Prime Minister Yoshihiko Noda de-

countries account for 90% of the victims. Economic

livered an address at the opening ceremony of the

billion dollars per year. Against this backdrop, the

tion in Tohoku held in Sendai, Miyagi Prefecture.

losses of natural disasters on average exceed 100

international community reaffirmed the signifi-

World Ministerial Conference on Disaster Reduc-

“More than a year has passed since the Great East

cance of efforts for disaster reduction; it expressed

Japan Earthquake on March 11 of last year. Time

reduction and building resilient societies. The

warm support and encouragement we received from

its political commitment to mainstreaming disaster
Hyogo Framework for Action, which serves as in-

ternational guidelines for disaster reduction, and

the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs),

will, however, never weaken our gratitude for the
the international community. On behalf of the people
of Japan, I would like to thank you once again.”

“In order to facilitate the construction of resilient

which serve as the international navigation compass

societies across the world, Japan will contribute

terms in year 2015. The direction of future disaster

starting in 2013. Japan would like to be a host to the

in development, will both come to the end of their
reduction in the international community was crys-

tallized as incorporating disaster reduction in post2015 development framework and establishing an

effective post-Hyogo Framework for Action. Japan
expressed its determination to lead international

1

3

three billion dollars in assistance for three years

third United Nations World Conference on Disaster Reduction in 2015, utilizing the outcome of this

Conference in Tohoku, as part of our continued
contributions toward establishing a new international framework for disaster reduction.”

2

4

1. Prime Minister Yoshihiko Noda with the President of Mexico Felipe Calderon Hinojosa at the venue of the G20 Summit
2. The G20 leaders attend a photo session 3. Prime Minister Noda delivers an address at the opening ceremony of the
World Ministerial Conference on Disaster Reduction in Tohoku, Japan. 4. Prime Minister Noda observes the site of the
project to restore disaster-prevention forests along the Tohoku coast, Japan
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COURTESY OF TOYAMA CITY

COVER STORY

A

t the United Nations Conference on Sus-

an aging society. The various cities selected to be

tainable Development (Rio+20) held in

FutureCity this year have specific action plans for the

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil from June 20 to

use of electric vehicles, for ultra-small mobility and

June 22, the Japanese government declared that it

car sharing.

would implement its Green Future initiative. One of

We asked Haruo Ishida, professor at the University

the pillars of that initiative is to spread successful ex-

of Tsukuba and one of the people who select Future

amples of the “FutureCity” Initiative worldwide. The

Cities, about some of the unique features of trans-

Future City Initiative selects several cities and regions

port systems in Japan.

as environmental future model cities that have pro-

“Because urban development has been centered

duced solutions to problems common to all human-

on railroads for the last 100 years, major Japanese cit-

ity, such as environmental issues and an aging soci-

ies have highly developed railroad networks. Using

ety, and then introduces those solutions throughout

Tokyo as an example, rail lines radiate out from the

Japan and overseas with the aim of expanding de-

Yamanote Line (see p. 22), which is the central loop

mand and creating employment.

line, and town areas have developed along these lines.

The “FutureCity” Initiative includes, as a major

More than 90% of the workers who commute into

theme, the dissemination of means of transportation

the city center use the railroad,” Professor Ishida said.

that have a low impact on the environment and on

In the case where people travel the same distance,
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An LRT train in Toyama City, Toyama Prefecture.
Toyama City is located half way up the Sea of Japan
coast of the main Japanese island of Honshu,
flanked by mountains which form part of the
Northern Japan Alps. Surrounded by natural beauty
and marine bounty, Toyama City, home to 420,000
people, was last year selected as a FutureCity.

Future
Transport

Greener Ways to Get Around

rather than use automobiles, which can hold only a

‘mobility divide’ have worsened. The ‘mobility divide’

small number of passengers, the use of public trans-

is the sum of the differences in lifestyle between

portation such as railroads and buses, which can

those people who have automobiles and those peo-

move a lot of people, has a smaller volume of carbon

ple who don’t. People who don’t own automobiles,

dioxide (CO2) emissions per person. People whose

particularly the elderly, have a lifestyle that makes it

living sphere is the city center live along the rail lines

extremely inconvenient to go shopping or to go to

and shop in neighborhoods around the train stations.

the hospital. This is not just true for Japan; it is a

As a result, the urban structure consumes little energy

global problem. The dissemination of transportation

to transport people. “Japan’s major cities Tokyo,

that has a low impact on the environment not only

Osaka and Nagoya can be said to be unmatched in

reduces CO2 emissions; we hope that cities will be-

the world when it comes to cities that have a low

come places where even the elderly are able to ac-

impact on the environment,” Professor Ishida said.

tively participate in society,” Professor Ishida added.

On the other hand, for people living outside of the

“FutureCity” play an important role as models of

cities the automobile is indispensable. Japan’s mo-

urban development for the rest of the world. This

torization has developed to the point that it is not

month’s feature article, above all, introduces the next

unusual to find families that have two or more cars.

generation of transportation systems being used in

“Recently, the volume of CO2 emissions and the

Japan and disseminated overseas.
Highlighting JAPAN AUGUST 2012



Becoming a Compact City through
Light Rail ——Toyama
elderly residents. In addition, the decentralized residential areas meant rising administrative costs such
as those for road and sewer system maintenance.
As a result, the city decided to aim to become an
efficient and sustainable compact city by stimulating
the use of public transportation and concentrating
COURTESY OF TOYAMA CITY

the functions of a city, such as residences and commercial facilities, along rail lines and it was decided
to link this plan together by introducing an LRT.
Following the start of operations, Toyama Light Rail
has seen its ridership increase by 2.1 times on

Elderly residents of Toyama City travel more often since
the introduction of the Light Rail Transit service. Toyoma
is also developing a community bus service and
promoting the widespread use of shared bicycles.

weekdays and by 3.6 times on weekends and holi-

The Toyama Light Rail in the city of Toyama (popula-

increased. Toyama Light Rail has increased the fre-

tion c. 420,000), Toyama Prefecture began opera-

quency of LRT runs and LRT is a barrier-free train. In

tions in 2006 and is now considered a symbol of

addition, about 12% of LRT riders have converted

the town. The Toyama Minato Line (about 8 kilome-

from automobile to LRT travel, which has reduced

ters), a railroad that had been seeing a continuous

CO2 emissions in areas along the rail lines by 436

decline in riders, was converted to Light Rail Transit

tons annually.

days. Use by the elderly during the daytime has also

(LRT) a barrier-free next generation streetcar with

In recognition of this policy, in June of this year,

advanced design and function and began operating

Toyama City was introduced on a par with Mel-

as Toyama Light Rail.

bourne, Australia and Vancouver, Canada as one of

Toyama had earlier decentralized its residential

the five advanced compact cities in a report by the

areas through the development of its suburbs and

OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and

had an excessive dependency on automobiles.

Development), Compact City Policies: A Compara-

These increased burdens on the environment and

tive Assessment.

Dissemination of Electric Cars
——Yokohama
The city of Yokohama in Kanagawa Prefecture (pop-

about 20% of Yokohama’s greenhouse gas emis-

ulation approximately 3.7 million) has a goal of re-

sions. Specifically, there are currently about 1,000

ducing greenhouse gasses by 25% from their 1990

electric vehicles (EV) and plug-in hybrid vehicles

levels by 2020. One of the city’s strategies is to em-

(PHV) registered in the city of Yokohama but the

phasize the transportation sector, which accounts for

goal is to have 2,000 EVs registered by 2015, so the
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city is supporting the diffusion of EVs and PHVs by

schools and tourist attractions are concentrated, two-

offering subsidies to purchasers. During FY 2011,

person ultra-compact electric vehicles were given

purchasing incentives were given for 358 EVs and

performance tests in October and November of last

other vehicles. In addition, some subsidies were also

year, each for a period of about two weeks. This was

given to businesses that install charging stations for

the first time that two-person ultra-compact electric

EVs that can be used by the public.

vehicles had been operated on public streets in

Moreover, in cooperation with Nissan in the Yamate

Japan. Local residents and tourists who tested the

and Motomachi areas where commercial buildings,

vehicles were heard to comment, “It is good in tight
turns, easy to drive,” and “There is plenty of horsepower to get up hills without any problem.”
The city of Yokohama and Nissan have a goal of
being “the easiest city in the world to drive an electric
vehicle” as it aims toward realizing a sustained mo-

TADASHI AIZAWA

bility society.
An electric vehicle charging station in Yokohama.
There are about 250 charging stations in the city,
located at ward offices, department stores,
convenience stores and car dealerships, among others.

Shared Use of Electric Motor Assisted
Bicycles ——Kitakyushu
In the 1960s, the city of Kitakyushu (population c.
980,000) was known as “Pollution Town” because
of the suffering caused by waste water and dust and
soot from its factories; today it is known as a city that
conquered pollution through various environmental
policies and technologies.
In 2010 Kitakyushu started a system of shared
use electric motor assisted bicycles called “City Bike.”
At ten special City Bike bicycle parking areas, anyone
who registers as member and pays “One-day passport” can use an electric motor assisted bicycle. Currently, there are 116 units at special “City Bike” bicycle
parking areas in use and these can be rented or re-

YUICHI ITABASHI

City Bike parking area at Kitakyushu City Hall. The roof is
fitted with solar panels. City Bike users include shoppers,
company employees, tourists and local government
workers. According to surveys of City Bike users, about
30% answered that they had switched from their personal
cars to using City Bike. A “One-day passport” is 500 yen.
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turned anytime and to any “City Bike” parking areas,

lot of hills. With an electric motor assisted bicycle,

24 hours a day. The bicycle parking areas have solar

even the elderly are able to easily climb hills just by

panels which are used for lighting and to charge the

motor assisted pedaling.

bicycles. There are bicycle sharing systems around

There have been more than a few visitors from

the world but Kitakyushu is said to be the only one

overseas as a result. In May of this year, the dep-

that has only electric motor assisted bicycles.

uty mayor of Stockholm, Sweden visited Kitaky-

The reason that Kitakyushu introduced electric
motor assisted bicycles is because it is a town with a

ushu and expressed interest in introducing City
Bike to Stockholm.

Future Drive Tourism ——Goto Islands
The Goto Islands are located about 100 kilometers

tion of Future Drive Tourism, and the administration

west of Nagasaki Prefecture. There are 140 islands in

is now carrying out the Nagasaki EV & ITS Project,

the archipelago in all, big and small, where one can

which makes use of electric vehicles (EV) and an in-

fish and enjoy marine sports all year round. In addi-

telligent transportation system (ITS). Currently, there

tion, the Goto Islands have many historical legacies

are about 140 EVs in the Goto Islands, of which

such as Shinto shrines, Buddhist temples and castle

more than 80% are rental vehicles. There were

ruins, among which are Catholic churches which

more than 6,700 EV rentals last fiscal year alone.

have been tentatively put on the UNESCO World

The largest island in the Goto chain, Fukuejima, is

Heritage List. Every year, some 200,000 tourists from

about 100 kilometers in circumference so it is pos-

home and abroad visit the islands, and the summer

sible to just about make it around the island on a

ocean bathing season is especially crowded.

single charge.

The Goto Islands are aiming for the implementa-

“During the summer vacation period, there is so
much interest that there are not enough
EVs,” said Yoko Hashimoto, president of
car hire firm Rent-a-Car Tsubaki. “It’s
good for the environment, easy to
drive… EVs have a good reputation. We
have a lot of repeat customers.”
In addition, the ITS Spot, which will begin
full operations in October of this year, will
automatically display on EV monitors not
only maps and tourist information but also

YUICHI ITABASHI

natural disaster and flight information.

10
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An electric vehicle on the coast of Fukuejima in
the Goto Islands. In May of this year, the
International Energy Agency (IEA) introduced
sixteen cities and regions with the best practice
EV policies in the world in its EV City Casebook
and the Goto Islands were ranked alongside
major cities including New York and Berlin.
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Toyota Ecoful Town
❶ Pavilion

❷

(see photo below)

❷Smart House

In addition to preventing sunlight
from shining inside, smart house
designers have ensured good indoor
ventilation.

❶
❹

❸ITS

❸

Here visitors can experience new
technologies such as demandresponsive transport systems and
pedestrian detectors.

By 2014, more facilities
will be added, including a new
smart house, a hydrogen station
to produce and supply fuel for fuel
cell vehicles, and a restaurant where
guests can enjoy dishes prepared with
locally grown foods.

I

❹Energy Management

System

On display here are facilities such as
storage batteries and charging
stations.

n May this year, Toyota City (pop. 420,000) in Aichi Pre-

Ecoful Town has already been visited by large numbers

fecture, home of leading automaker Toyota Motor,

of the general public, as well as by foreign government offi-

opened Toyota Ecoful Town, to showcase the city’s efforts

cials and representatives of the national and local govern-

to build a low-carbon society.

ments in Japan, business firms and universities. Visitors

In the Pavilion at Ecoful Town, visitors can learn through

have shown particular interest in ITS and the model smart

videos and quizzes about Toyota City’s efforts in the field of

house, with many asking how they can go about actually

environmental technology, and in a “model home”

purchasing such a home for themselves.

equipped with a cutting-edge solar power generation sys-

“Ecoful Town allows us to show visitors from home and

tem, storage batteries and home energy management sys-

abroad how Toyota City is striving to create a low-carbon

tem (HEMS), visitors can discover firsthand the attractions

society,” says Mayor Toshihiko Ota. “We hope we can help

of smart houses. At two locations in the city, sixty-seven

popularize this enjoyable, pressure- and waste-free way of

such smart houses have been sold, and some people are

life, one that harnesses the latest environmental technolo-

already living in the homes as part of ongoing demonstra-

gies, in countries around the world.”

Also installed at Ecoful Town is an intelligent transport
system (ITS) that automatically withdraws bollards when
a registered vehicle approaches, and a demand-respon-

TADASHI AIZAWA

tion experiments.

sive transport (DRT) system, which can call a bus at a
specified time.
The Pavilion at Toyota Ecoful Town is equipped with
solar panels on its roof and a kind of moss covering its
walls to keep indoor temperatures from rising.
Meanwhile the roads within the grounds are paved with
materials high in water retention and thermal insulation
properties, which helps prevent ground surface
temperatures from rising.
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Intelligence on the Road
Japan is introducing ITS (Intelligent Transport Systems) to improve safety for road traffic,
conserve the environment and upgrade mobility. The Japan Journal’s Osamu Sawaji reports.

I

n Japan, as of FY 2010, about 20% of all

range and more detailed transport information can

carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions come from

be transmitted to a moving vehicle than was possible

the transportation sector and, of those, about

before. For example, if something falls off of a truck,

90% are emissions from automobiles. In order to

information about an obstacle on the road can be

reduce CO2 emissions from automobiles, in addi-

sent a kilometer before the driver reaches it. Further,

tion to the diffusion of electric vehicles, plug-in hy-

by displaying still pictures of the road ahead in the

brid vehicles and other eco-cars, the introduction of

direction of travel, drivers can comprehend traffic

ITS is progressing.

congestion, snow accumulation, or other adverse

ITS are systems for resolving transport issues such

road conditions ahead of time. Just before the curve

as accidents and traffic jams by sending and receiv-

where the most accidents occur on the Metropolitan

ing information between the driver, the road and the

Expressway that runs through Tokyo, ITS Spot trans-

vehicle. Examples include car navigation, employing

mits alerts, an initiative which has reduced accidents

in-car instruments that give directions; ETC (Elec-

by about 60%. Japan is the most advanced country

tronic Toll Collections), a system allowing for auto-

in the world where the practical application of ITS al-

matic drive-through payment at tollbooths; and VICS

lows drivers to receive such diverse information.

(Vehicle Information Communication System). If

ITS are also useful during natural disasters. In the

traffic jams can be reduced by using ITS, then CO2

Great East Japan Earthquake in March of last year,

emissions can also be reduced.

ITS Japan, an NPO which works to disseminate ITS,

Since the 1990s, through the diffusion of ITS,

published map information, in cooperation with au-

Japan has managed to reduce traffic congestion and

tomobile makers and the Geospatial Information

CO2 emissions. Japan began full-scale ETC opera-

Authority of Japan, which showed at a glance which

tions starting in 2001; today, 87% of tolls are paid

roads in the Tohoku region had traffic records and

using ETC, with some 6.5 million vehicles being fit-

which roads were closed, which was a big help to

ted with the devices. As a result, there has been a

rescue operations and to the transport of goods. It is

big reduction in traffic congestion at tollbooths, which

thought this was the first time in the world that ITS

still accounts for about 20% of all traffic congestion

had been used over such a wide area during a natu-

on Japan’s highways, and this has had the effect of

ral disaster. Caution and warning information was

reducing annual CO2 emissions by 210,000 tons.

also sent from an ITS Spot on the Metropolitan Ex-

In addition, starting in March 2011, a nationwide

pressway immediately after the earthquake.

“ITS Spot” service began. ITS Spots have been in-

Japan is deploying this ITS technology overseas as

stalled in 1,600 locations nationwide and, through

well. For example, ITS Japan and private sector com-

high-speed, large volume communication, a wider

panies in the ITS business have provided ITS tech-

12
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❶

❷
1,600 ITS Spot Units (❶) have been installed on Japanese
expressways. ITS Spot Service-equipped car navigation systems (❷)
automatically receive information such as the presence of
obstacles on the road or congestion (❸) and communicate it to
the driver using real-time images (❹).

この先渋滞、
追突注意

nology support to China. Starting in 2008, transport
information services started in four major cities, including Beijing and Shanghai and these have since
spread to sixteen cities. In addition, the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) is providing support for the introduction of ETC and other ITS in the
central southern Indian city of Hyderabad.

❸

In October of next year, the 20th ITS World Con-

1

C

約1km先外苑入口先

gress will open in Tokyo, the third time that Japan
will host the Congress. The theme of this Congress
is “Open ITS to the Next” and 8,000 participants

4

from sixty countries are expected to attend. One of
the main programs is expected to be, using the Great

外苑

East Japan Earthquake as a lesson, how ITS can be
used to construct resilient transportation systems.

❹
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The Nissan NV200 was selected as New York
City’s official taxicab. Although compact in body
size, it comes with ample legroom and a
panoramic roof (with shades) to provide a good
view of the city. It also satisfies all the requirements
laid out for New York City taxis; in terms of factors
such as safety, reducing environmental burden, and
universal design.

International Departures
Environment-friendly transportation technologies developed in Japan are being applied in
numerous cities overseas, improving traffic conditions and revitalizing urban environments.
Masaki Yamada reports.

Taxi of the Future
—New York

hicles: (1) realize levels

Beginning in October 2013, the sixteen models

to-date safety perfor-

currently used for taxis operating in New York

mance, (3) reduce im-

City (the famous yellow cabs) will be gradually

pact on the environment,

of innovation and comfort previously unseen,
(2) ensure the most up-

compact van by Nissan Motor Co.
In renewing and unifying the taxi fleet, the
city listed five must-have requirements of the ve14
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The sliding doors of the new cab
offer easy access for passengers
and are less of a roadside hazard
than conventional car doors.

TADASHI AIZAWA

reduced to a single model, based on the NV200

Future Transport
(4) minimize footprint on the road, and (5) pursue universal design for easy use by everyone.
The NV200 satisfied all these requirements.
The NV200 secures spacious legroom for a

Subways Change
—Delhi
a City

compact vehicle and comes with a transparent,

In India, where rapid economic growth is re-

panoramic roof panel enabling passengers to

cently taking hold, urbanization is quickly pro-

enjoy a broad view of the city. The vehicle even

gressing. In the capital territory of Delhi in par-

offers reading lights, large-sized monitors, and

ticular, the population has grown to nearly 17

USB charging ports.

million, and continues to rise. Yet urban trans-

The car is equipped with a supplemental re-

port systems that support its citizens’ move-

straint system (SRS) curtain airbag system for

ment had been left behind undeveloped while

both the front and rear seats, while using slid-

private car ownership grew in line with eco-

ing doors reduces the risk of doors inadver-

nomic growth, resulting in chronic traffic con-

tently opening in the way of pedestrians, cyclists

gestion and serious atmospheric pollution

or automobiles, and allows passengers to

caused by automobile exhaust. The Govern-

smoothly enter and exit. The vehicle’s compact

ment of India, confronted by this pressing situ-

body reduces its footprint on the road, and fuel

ation, formulated the Delhi Metro Project. At

consumption has been improved by approxi-

the Government of India’s request, the Govern-

mately 30% compared to the conventional taxi

ment of Japan decided to provide a soft loan to-

models and will significantly reduce carbon di-

gether with technical support through the Japan

oxide emissions.

International Cooperation Agency (JICA). JICA

New York City plans to replace all taxis op-

provided support for construction of the Delhi

erating inside the city, approximately 13,000

Metro for sixteen years from its planning stages.

vehicles, with the NV200 within a five-year pe-

Following the completion of Phase I in Novem-

riod. In addition, in consideration of future use

ber 2006 that covered the central part of the

of electric vehicles (EVs) as taxis, trial service

city, the addition of Phase II, spreading out to

of six Nissan Leaf EVs has been implemented

the perimeter areas, was fully completed in Au-

in 2012.

gust 2011. Shohei Hayashi of the JICA South

By 2050, 70% of the global population is ex-

Asia Department comments:

pected to be concentrated in urban areas. As

“With the full completion of Phase II the

this sort of extreme urbanization progresses,

total extension of the Delhi Metro has now

establishing a zero-emission society will be-

reached 190 km; a network nearing the magni-

come an even more essential theme than it is at

tude of the Tokyo Metro. The daily number of

present. Nissan intends to continue to focus at-

passengers has reached approximately 1.8 mil-

tention on helping to realize a sustainable soci-

lion and the Delhi Metro has firmly established

ety with mobility by developing and populariz-

itself as the legs of the people. It has gained a

ing automobiles that utilize their newest

good reputation among its users too. By board-

zero-emission technologies.

ing a train at a fixed time, they will arrive at

•

their school or office at a fixed time. We often
hear people say that is has become much more
Highlighting JAPAN AUGUST 2012
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COURTESY OF SHINICHI KUNO/JICA

A Delhi Metro station, crowded with passengers. To help maintain order, the Japanese system of lines drawn on platforms
with guards in attendance has been introduced. With its punctual operation and low impact on the environment, the
Delhi Metro is extremely popular with the city’s residents.

Choosing a Monorail
—Chongqing

convenient than the days of using buses gridlocked in traffic.”
JICA has been supporting the construction
of subways in Chennai, Bangalore, Kolkata, and
other cities in India. The Delhi Metro was the

Japanese railway technology has also been em-

first railway business in the world to be regis-

ployed in the construction of China’s first

tered by the United Nations CDM Executive

monorail project, in Chongqing.

Board (CDM EB) as a Clean Development

Chongqing is the largest industrial city in

Mechanism (CDM). What drew the board’s at-

southwestern China and, like Delhi, it was faced

tention was the introduction of regenerative

with serious problems in traffic congestion in

brakes, an  energy-saving technology used in

urban areas and a living environment compro-

subway cars in Japan that converts the kinetic

mised by factors such as air pollution. The city

energy of a braking train into power. Use of this

first planned for a conventional subway (Line 1)

system yields a power savings of up to 33% compared to typical train carriages, enabling a yearly
reduction of approximately 40,000 tons of carbon dioxide.
With the completion of the Delhi Metro,
chronic traffic congestion has been reduced
and the city now looks quite different. As the
next step, JICA is now considering a subway
largest cities. Similar projects are also proceeding in the Indonesian capital of Jakarta and in
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.
•

COURTESY OF HITACHI, LTD.

construction project for Mumbai, one of India’s

China’s first monorail runs through Chongqing.
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Future Transport
Tourists enjoy viewing the trains from
sightseeing boats on the river.

to resolve the issue, but around that
time the sight of monorails running
in urban areas in Japan suggested
possibilities and the decision was
made to introduce a monorail system
as well. The monorail would not only
function as the backbone traffic system in urban areas but also as a tourism resource in that it provides a
sight unique for Chongqing.
The city established the monorail
project (Line 2) and requested support from the Government of Japan.
After JICA conducted a local survey
in 1993, Japan decided to provide a
soft loan to China. A straddled-type
monorail system appropriate for the
conditions along the route in Chongqing was adopted. Hitachi, Ltd. con2006, the Line 2 Monorail stretching
a total of approximately 19 km was
completed, and in 2011, Line 3 totaling roughly 40 km was opened.

COURTESY OF HITACHI, LTD.

structed some parts of the system. In

Masakazu Ishikawa, executive director of the Japan Monorail Association, de-

carbon dioxide emissions from Chongqing

scribes the features of the monorail as a railed

buses was 15,926 tons, the monorail was ap-

traffic system:

proximately one-fifth of that, at 3,074 tons [esti-

“The monorail is characterized by its safe

mated figures for 2010].”

and comfortable ride, and its potential to offer a

The City of Chongqing is currently extending

wide variation of routing selections depending

its monorail lines and by 2014 the total length is

on the form of the city and the demand. It con-

expected to reach approximately 90 km, a mono-

tributes to improving the scenic beauty of cities.

rail network unmatched globally. Using the suc-

Another big advantage is its short construction

cess in Chongqing as a foothold, Hitachi has

period and low construction cost compared to a

supplied monorail systems to Singapore and to

conventional subway. In terms of environmen-

Dubai in the United Arab Emirates.

tal performance, the report on a preliminary
survey estimated that while the total amount of

Masaki Yamada is a freelance writer.
Highlighting JAPAN AUGUST 2012
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All Aboard
the Transport of
our Dreams
A variety of highly innovative, high energy-efficient transport
systems are currently under development in Japan. Takashi
Sasaki introduces three such transport systems whose
practical realization is now more than a dream.

Conceptual image of the NYK
Super Eco Ship 2030, the
environment-friendly freighter
of the future
(COURTESY OF NIPPON YUSEN
KABUSHIKI KAISHA)
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T

he Aero-Train, currently undergoing research

sors and other devices, Professor Kohama came

and development by Professor Yasuaki Kohama

upon the solution in the form of an attitude control

of Tohoku University’s New Industry Creation Hatch-

program embedded in robots that move the way

ery Center, will fuse aircraft technology with the styl-

humans do. Using this program, Professor Kohama

ing of a railway to float and buzz over the earth’s sur-

first managed to produce stable travel by making ex-

face at high speeds using the propulsive force of

tremely precise adjustments to the front and back

electric propellers. Serving as the driving force be-

wings of the Aero-Train to control its attitude.

hind the Aero-Train is a phenomenon known as the

“When we managed to achieve stable travel,

ground effect, which dramatically improves energy

maintaining an altitude of around ten centimeters off

efficiency. When an aircraft flies close to the ground,

the ground without the left or right wings touching

interference between the wings and the ground sur-

the walls of the guide-way, I was so happy I was

face simultaneously produces a sharp rise in lift, and

moved to tears,” recounts Professor Kohama.

a significant decrease in drag.

The Prototype No. 3 of the Aero-Train is currently

In the 1980s, flying boats that would use this

engaged in repeated testing on a test course, and

ground effect to glide over the water were being ac-

last year achieved a top speed of 200 km/h with

Aero-Train
COURTESY OF PROFESSOR YASUAKI KOHAMA

Conceptual image of a completed Aero-Train service (with
capacity for 360 passengers). If put into practical use, AeroTrains running entirely on natural energy could cover a
distance of approximately 500km in one hour, much faster
than conventional bullet trains, while using significantly
less energy in the process.

tively developed in the former Soviet Union and
elsewhere. However, since the fuselage would be
subjected to severe impacts that led to serious accidents when it came into contact with waves, the

two passengers on board. The tests have produced

technology never achieved widespread adoption.

promising results—per-unit energy consumption is

However, since the Aero-Train will run along a con-

less than half that of a conventional bullet train, and

crete guide-way enclosed by walls on either side,

roughly a fifth of a linear motor (mag-lev) train. When

there are no such risks.

adopted for practical use, the aim is to run the Aero-

According to Professor Kohama, the most difficult

Train entirely on natural energy by covering the top

part of his twenty-five-year research and develop-

portion of the guide-way with solar panels obtaining

ment efforts has been working out how to maintain

power from a special pantograph.

levitated travel in a stable attitude [level orientation

The Aero-Train is being targeted for practical appli-

of the vehicle’s axes]. We are familiar with the risks

cation sometime between 2020 and 2025. Based

faced by vehicles such as racing cars that move

on these research results, concepts for introducing

across the ground at high speeds. When their fronts

the Aero-Train around the world have been pro-

float upward due to gusts of wind or other forces, the

duced, with possible uses including shuttle-type lines

entire vehicle can fly and then flip over. After a lengthy

that would link outlying airports with city centers at

process of trial and error using wireless signals, sen-

speeds of 500 km/h.
Highlighting JAPAN AUGUST 2012
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C

O2 emissions from international shipping have

gies needed to conserve energy,” explains Tomoo

now reached 840 million tons per year. This

Kitayama, general manager of the Environment Group

represents just under 3% of worldwide CO2 emis-

at NYK Line’s Technical Headquarters.

sions. With the volume of worldwide trade expected

The Super Eco Ship 2030 features a streamlined

to increase in the future, reducing CO2 emissions in

hull that represents a notable departure from con-

marine transport is an issue of critical importance.

ventional container vessel design. This is to reduce

Given these circumstances, Nippon Yusen Kabu-

the energy required for propulsion to the utmost

shiki Kaisha (NYK Line) has envisaged the Super Eco

limit. The ship is powered by fuel cell-driven motors

Ship 2030 as its next generation of container trans-

which are also supported by the energy generated

portation vessel. As its long-term corporate goal, NYK

by solar panels that completely cover the top surface

Line has set itself the challenge of eliminating all CO2

of the hull. In addition, when favorable winds are

emissions from its entire fleet of vessels by 2050.

blowing the ship will unfurl sails resembling the

The practical utilization of the Super Eco Ship 2030,

wings of a bird so that it can also utilize wind power

which enables a 69% reduction in CO2 emissions

without waste.

compared with existing container vessels, can be

Driving the ship with electric power will require a

considered a significant milestone on the way to

number of future technological advances, such as

achieving zero emissions.

the development of efficient and compact fuel cells.

“It’s hard to say precisely when this ship will become

“We are also actively addressing more immediate

a reality. The Super Eco Ship 2030 has been designed

challenges such as improvements to fuel efficiency,”

as a roadmap making it clear what kind of energy-

says Kitayama. One of those initiatives is an air lubri-

efficient technologies we need in the long term. In

cation system which is also slated for installation on

order to promote the practical use of each technology,

the Super Eco Ship 2030. This is a mechanism that

we have started to adopt some of the technologies

significantly reduces the frictional resistance between

on actual vessels in the sea. We conduct research and

the hull and seawater by running air bubbles along

development on shore as well. We hope the Super

the underside of the ship. The system has been

Eco Ship 2030 becomes an opportunity for more

equipped on multiple NYK Line hulls of varying

people to consider problems such as the technolo-

shapes to verify the effects during actual voyages.

NYK Super Eco Ship 2030

COURTESY OF NIPPON YUSEN KABUSHIKI KAISHA

A model of the
NYK Super Eco Ship
2030, currently on
display in the
Japanese Pavilion
at Expo 2012 Yeosu
Korea, which runs
until August 12
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Eco-Ride

E

co-Ride, which is being jointly
developed by the University

of Tokyo’s Institute of Industrial
Science and Senyo Kogyo Co., is
an energy-saving urban transportation system which runs by converting potential energy into kinetic energy. The principles at
work are basically the same as
for a roller-coaster. The body of
the vehicle contains no engines
or motors; rather, it coasts down-

COURTESY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO’S INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE AND
SENYO KOGYO CO.

Conceptual image of a completed EcoRide urban transportation system

ward atop two rounded pipes set on a decline.

tween two and seven carriages each holding up to

Professor Yoshihiro Suda, who serves as the

twelve passengers strung together. At an average

director of the Advanced Mobility Research Cen-

speed of 20 km/h, the system could carry between

ter at the University of Tokyo, explains the benefits

2,000 and 2,500 passengers every hour. If electric

of Eco-Ride.

power is used to pull the vehicle up to a height of

“The biggest advantage of Eco-Ride lies in the fact

ten meters with wire cables or other means at every

that the carriages can be made extremely lightweight.

station, Eco-Ride can run a distance of 400 meters,

Being lighter naturally means better fuel efficiency,

the average interval between bus stops in Japan,

and as a result, in terms of the energy required to

without difficulty.

carry one passenger one kilometer, Eco-Ride can

The technical hurdles towards practical application

manage with a fifth the energy required by a bus,

have largely been cleared, and all that remains is es-

and around half of that required by conventional rail.

tablishing safety standards as a public transportation

It’s fair to say that this is truly the ultimate in energy-

system and finding suitable locations for operation.

saving transportation systems.”

When this can be accomplished, the technology has

What’s more, a lighter vehicle can considerably re-

reached a level where the Eco-Ride can be put into

duce track construction costs. The new elevated

practical use right away. If realized, it would be the

tracks can be laid above roads and do not therefore

world’s first energy-saving urban transportation sys-

require the securement of new land. In that case,

tem to utilize potential energy.

the construction costs are estimated to be equivalent

Imagine running through the valleys between city

to Light Rail Transit (LRT), the next-generation street-

buildings while looking down on bumper-to-bumper

car system that runs over land.

traffic below… Eco-Ride promises to create a com-

The practical application of Eco-Ride envisaged by

fortable and eco-friendly urban rail system.

Professor Suda and his team would involve tracks
with a maximum length of ten kilometers and be-

Takashi Sasaki is a freelance writer.
Highlighting JAPAN AUGUST 2012
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Ways of Japan

S E R I E S
STUDENTS’
CORNER

J

apan has the most developed
railway network in the world,
and an elaborate network of

trains runs in Tokyo. The Yamanote
Line is a 34.5 km loop line that circles
central Tokyo, with an entire loop
taking around one hour to complete.
During the morning and evening commuter rush hours, the trains depart
and arrive at two to three minute intervals. The carriages of the Yamanote Line trains are characterized by their
“Japanese bush warbler green” stripe. The Yamanote Line began operating
as a loop line in its current form in 1925.
There are twenty-nine
stations on the Yamanote
Line. Many are used by
Sugamo

Ikebukuro

Otsuka

Mejiro

Uguisudani

Takadanobaba

Ueno

Shin-okubo

Shinjuku

Yoyogi

Harajuku

Okachimachi
Kanda

Yurakucho
Shimbashi
Hamamatsucho
Tamachi

Ebisu

Meguro

Gotanda

Osaki
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large numbers of people,
not only Japanese but
also visitors from overseas. These include Tokyo
Station, which could

Akihabara

Tokyo

Shibuya
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Komagome
Tabata
Nishi-nippori
Nippori

Shinagawa

Yamanote Line
and its stations

Yamanote
Line
be called the gateway to Japan; Shinjuku Station, the busiest in Japan with
1.46 million passengers boarding and alighting from the trains each day; and
Akihabara Station, known for its “Electric Town.” The Yamanote Line is also
convenient for getting around the Tokyo metropolitan district, since railway
networks and underground railways radiate out to the suburbs of Tokyo from
its stations. When travelling in Tokyo, a ride on the Yamanote line is a must.
You can enjoy the varied aspects of Tokyo from the inside of the carriage.

Q

1: The Yamanote Line has sotomawari (outer circle)
and uchimawari (inner circle) trains. What do these
terms mean?
A. Uchimawari are trains that run clockwise, and soto
mawari are trains that run anti-clockwise.
B. Sotomawari are trains that run clockwise, and uchi
mawari are trains that run anti-clockwise.

Q

C. Sotomawari are trains bound for the suburbs, and
uchimawari are trains bound for central Tokyo.

2: Harajuku Station (photo) on the Yamanote line
has two platforms, one of which is used during a
particular period. When is this?
A. New Year
B. Christmas
C. Thanksgiving
See the back page for answers.
Highlighting JAPAN AUGUST 2012
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Following the Flow of Water
The existence of all of the living things on the so-called water planet, Earth, is dependent upon the
movement of water circulating in the oceans, on land and in the atmosphere. To observe this
circulation of water on a global scale, the satellite Shizuku was launched in May of this year. Takashi
Sasaki reports.

“

COURTESY OF JAXA

Heavy rain and drought occurring in
different regions at the same time; the
outbreak of intense heat waves and
tornadoes... There are probably many people
who think that Earth’s environment has
clearly changed from what it was before. The
purpose of Shizuku is to continuously observe those changes over a long period of
time on a wide, global scale.”
So says Keizo Nakagawa, who works as
the Shizuku project manager at the Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA). (In
Japanese, shizuku means a drop of water.)
Shizuku, which was launched from the
Tanegashima Space Center in May of this

24

year, is one of the artificial satellites used in
the Global Change Observation Mission
(GCOM) and is the first of the GCOM-W series that will make microwave observations.
The most important feature is a high performance, scanning microwave radiometer with
an antenna of a diameter of two meters. This
sensor is able to detect the very weak microwaves emitted by water molecules on the
Earth’s surface from an altitude of approximately 700 kilometers and can not only precisely measure sea surface temperature to an
accuracy of within 0.5°C, it can also observe
the volume of water vapor in the atmosphere,
the amount of precipitation, the quantity of

A one-full-day observation image of the Earth by the AMSR2 (Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2) aboard
Shizuku from 9:00 a.m. on July 3 (JST) to July 4. In this image, the whitish-yellow parts indicate areas of heavy rain or
sea ice, the light blue parts are areas with little water vapor in the atmosphere or thin clouds, the dark blue parts are
areas with more water vapor in the atmosphere or thicker clouds, and the black color parts are areas that were not
observed for one day.
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snowfall, the distribution of sea ice and the
amount of water in soil.
Shizuku’s microwave sensor unit, which
weighs about 200 kilograms including the
antenna, rotates once every 1.5 seconds and
can scan approximately a 1,450 kilometer
swath of Earth’s surface during each rotation.
Shizuku, which takes about 100 minutes to
orbit the Earth, can observe almost the entire
surface of Earth in just about two days.
“Of course, on land, there are a countless
number of weather observation stations but,
in the end, these cover no more than a single
point. There are a small number of observation points on the surface of the ocean in
particular. Therefore it can be said that the
continuous, uninterrupted observation of
the surface is Shizuku’s biggest advantage.
When the climate changes, the water circulation is sensitively responded, and therefore
using the observation data we will be able to
make more accurate simulations of future
climate change,” Nakagawa says.
Following launch, Shizuku had been tested
in its proper orbit around Earth and, over
about the next month and a half, its orbit
was adjusted and it joined a group of Earth
observation satellites that was designated by
NASA as the A-Train (A stands for afternoon).
This is a group of artificial satellites that operate in the almost same orbit separated by
only a few minutes that usually crosses the
Equator at around 1:30 p.m. Currently, the
A-Train is made up of five satellites, including Shizuku. One had to have launched a
considerably large satellite when installing
many sensors but that function has been
split up between multiple observation satel-

Shizuku, Japan’s contribution to the A-Train Earth
observation satellite constellation run by NASA

lites as an international project.
“The significance of the A-Train is that we
can now observe the same area at just about
the same time using completely different
sensors. By sharing the data gathered in this
manner, figuratively speaking would be like
taking an image of the surface of Earth that
had been seen as only a single, flat photograph and making it into a completely threedimensional image that can be seen in great
detail,” says Nakagawa.
Shizuku is expected to be used for five
years and then its function will be continued
by a No. 2 and a No. 3 satellite. This observation data collected uninterrupted for more
than ten years is expected to steadily take
signs of climate change that might not be noticed from the ground. In addition, JAXA’s
processing data of Shizuku will not only be
given to research institutions and operational
organizations but will be available to the
public soon after the observation through its
website. If this data is used, it is expected not
only to greatly improve the precision of
weather forecasts throughout the world, it is
hoped that it will be a big help to agriculture,
fishing, transportation and tourism and
other industries that are closely tied to people’s lives.
Takashi Sasaki is a freelance writer.
Highlighting JAPAN AUGUST 2012
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Rumiko Seya (left) with a
soldier of Afghanistan’s
national army (right) and
two UN workers at a
collection site for heavy
armaments in
Afghanistan, 2004

SERIES

Yamato
Nadeshiko

Building Pride and Confidence
in Post-Confrict Zones

Rumiko Seya is the secretary-general of the Japan Center for Conflict Prevention (JCCP). She is one
of the few specialists in the world engaged in the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration
into society of former combatants (DDR) in post-conflict situations. Seya has worked in Afghanistan,
the Balkans, Somalia, Kenya, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Cote d’Ivoire and South Sudan. Osamu Sawaji
of The Japan Journal interviewed Seya.
What was the thinking that led you to pursue conflict resolution as your work?
Rumiko Seya: The catalyst was a photograph I saw of a
Rwandan refugee mother and child that was published in
a newspaper in April 1994. It captured a moment of a
crying child next to a mother who was about to die of
cholera in a refugee camp. Looking at the scene, I began
to wonder what caused the huge difference in life experienced by that family and myself, and for the first time in
my life learnt that the world is much more complicated
than I had thought. They were in a position where they
were dying without being able to change anything for
themselves but I recognized that there was a decisive dif26
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ference in that as long as I made the effort myself, I lived
in a society where I could change things. So then I
thought that I would like to become a person who can
change conditions for those people who cannot alter
conditions for themselves.
There were already lots of experts who were specialized in humanitarian aid such as medicine, food or shelter,
so I wanted to try something else to help fill the gap between supply and demand on the ground. There was no
school in Japan specialized in conflict resolution so I became increasingly convinced that I should do this myself.

What kind of work were you doing in Afghanistan for two years from 2003?
As a member of the Japanese Embassy in Afghanistan, I
was responsible for disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of military factions. While cooperating with
the United Nations’ DDR effort, I collected various data
such as military satellite photographs, number of troops,
political ambitions of the commanders and so on, what
would then be utilized in negotiations with the commanders of military factions. In Afghanistan soldiers
have enormous pride in their weapons as it is a part of
their culture, especially for men. It is very important to
create conditions where giving up their weapons is a
benefit to them without hurting their pride.
At the area designated for disarmament outside of
Kabul, soldiers told us, “Because Japan said so, we will

trust you and surrender our weapons.” Disarmament is
an extremely political, sensitive activity. However, even
in the Middle East and Africa, I was seen as being impartial so, in making progress toward disarmament, the fact
that I was Japanese worked very much in my favor.
There was a period when I met President Hamid Karzai together with the Japanese ambassador to report on
the state of disarmament. The president was very upbeat,
told lots of jokes and is a person who is very skillful at
putting the people around him at ease. Although he met
many people every day, one time he turned to me and
said, “Last week, you sat in that chair and looked very
cold [from the air conditioning] so wouldn’t it be better if
you sat over here?” surprising me with his memory.

In a conflict zone, where there is heightened tension, is it helpful to have
female staff?

TADASHI AIZAWA

In a conflict, women and children are the most likely to
suffer harm. As a woman, I can approach such people
directly. For example, at JCCP, in Somalia, among the
victims who have been displaced because of drought
and civil war, we are supporting many victims of sexual
assault and domestic violence. These women talk about
their injuries and mental anguish, things which they
might not be able to tell to men, to female staff.
In Somalia, we are also running a campaign sending
messages to preserve the dignity of women using SMS
(short messages) on cell phones. These messages are
thought up by women refugees. Because of this, these
women can have self-confidence. We are focusing on
capacity-building of local communities so that victims of
conflict may also have a hand in improving society.
Rumiko Seya, secretary-general of the Japan
Center for Conflict Prevention (JCCP)
Highlighting JAPAN AUGUST 2012
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A Passion for Lacquer
Wajima lacquerware, from the city of the same name in
Wajima
Ishikawa Prefecture, has a history of more than 600 years
and is considered the archetypal Japanese lacquerware.
The lacquerware’s distinctive feature is its durability, which
is produced by applying layers of urushi (the sap of the
lacquer tree) mixed with jinoko (made from a kind of
diatomaceous earth) onto a wooden substrate. One of the
stars among Wajima lacquerware artists is Englishwoman Suzanne Ross. Masaki
Yamada visited Ross at her studio in a converted barn in the Wajima mountains.
uzanne Ross, encountered lacquer at

S

“I just popped in to have a look. It was

the age of nineteen while studying de-

there that I encountered a makie (literally,

sign in London. At the time, her interest

sprinkled picture) inkstone box. I was smitten

was in Art Nouveau and Art Deco and she

by the resonance of the black luster and the

dreamed of a future as an interior designer liv-

beautiful contrast between the background

ing in Paris. One day, Ross went to see an ex-

black and the design drawn in gold powder

hibition of art from Japan’s Edo period (1603–

and shell. I became completely enamoured

1867) at London’s Royal Academy of Arts.

with the beauty of lacquer,” Ross says.
Ross decided to study
lacquer craft and, following
graduation from university,
she arrived in Japan.
“I had thought that lacquering was the same as
painting and that if I studied
for three months or so that
would be enough. Was I ever

BOTH PHOTOS MASATOSHI SAKAMOTO

mistaken! As it turns out, I

28

ended up continuing to live

From the back, clockwise, a
stacking box for food, a kanshitsu
(dry lacquer) dish, an MP3 player
case and two trinket boxes.
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Ross at work polishing a piece of lacquerware,
the last of many stages in her craft

in Japan and giving birth to my children here,”
Ross says.
Ross visited Nagano Prefecture, the home
of Kiso lacquer, Kamakura in Kanagawa Prefecture, where Kamakura carved lacquer is
made, and various other lacquer producing regions and came to understand that the lacquer

lacquerware, Ross is inventing a range of com-

craft is very difficult and profound. Then, on

pletely new Wajima lacquerware products.

a recommendation, she arrived in Wajima, and

“I am always looking to push the limits of

sought to become an apprentice to a makie

the lacquer craft. For example, I have lacquered

craftsman. After visiting a number of crafts-

a portable music player case and made a Bud-

men, finally one of them said, “There are more

dhist memorial tablet in the shape of an angel’s

than one hundred processes in making Wajima

wings. I have also used carbon fiber, which is

lacquerware. Which one do you want to

easy to mold into any shape you want. These

learn?” Hearing this, Ross replied, “All of

go beyond what has been thought of as Wajima

them!” but the craftsman admonished her

lacquer up until now. Moreover, the division

saying, “It takes three years to learn one pro-

of labor has been a given in the lacquer craft

cess, you know.”

but I do everything myself, from sourcing the

Ross eventually entered the Ishikawa Prefectural Institute of Wajima Lacquer Arts to

raw materials to selling the finished product,”
Ross says.

study the basic techniques. After five years of

Many people appreciate Ross’s work and

study, concentrating on makie techniques,

she now receives a flood of orders from all over

Ross began creating independently for the

the country.

first time. She then worked as a lacquer artisan

“Whether it is music or painting, if you are

for ten years, before returning to the Institute

truly passionate about what you do, at that in-

for four years to study the lacquer craft even

stant you are in flow and completely forget

more deeply.

yourself. Just once in my life, I’d like to create

Ross’s dream is not just to preserve the Wa-

a work that makes people feel that passion and

jima lacquer tradition and techniques, but also

moves them into that space of forgetfulness, a

to continue to develop new styles. In addition

place where our true humanity lies.”

to making traditional Wajima lacquer soup
bowls and other gold and silver sprinkled makie

Masako Yamada is a freelance writer.
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THE NATION’S MUSEUMS

Homma Museum of Art
Summer is the perfect time to visit the Homma Museum of Art, which boasts a
200-year-old garden of beautiful abundant greenery. Julian Ryall enjoyed a
leisurely look around.

I

t may brood many kilometers in the distance, but Mount Chokai is both the centerpiece and the backdrop to the traditional
Japanese garden that complements the vacation
villa built by the head of the wealthy merchant
Homma family in the town of Sakata, Yamagata
Prefecture. The garden is a work of art in its own
right—and has been enhanced by the family’s commitment to traditional arts that have grown into
the impressive collection of scrolls, ceramics,
ukiyo-e woodblock prints, statues and paintings
that today make up the Homma Museum of Art.
“The people of the city of Sakata love that mountain and it has become a symbol of our region,”

The 200-year-old Kakubuen
garden and Seienkaku
“palace,” which is now the
main building of the Homma
Museum of Art in Sakata,
Yamagata Prefecture.
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says Akio Tanaka, curator of the museum. “And
that is why it was important for the designer of the
garden to incorporate it into the garden.”
The Seienkaku, the main building of the villa
whose name translates to “palace view pure Mount
Chokai,” and the gardens were constructed in 1813
by the fourth head of the Homma family. The
Daimyo Sakai (1813–1873) often stayed at the villa
when he inspected his holdings in the region, while
nobles from the Imperial Palace and high-ranking
government officials have also stayed here. The
villa’s most famous guest was the future Emperor
Showa, who visited in place of his sick father, Emperor Taisho in 1925. Now on two floors after a

ALL PHOTOS ROB GILHOOLY

Left, visitors look at scrolls in the first-floor reception room of the museum’s main building. Right, bronze work
“Yorokobu shojo” (Elated Girl) by the revered sculptor Seibo Kitamura. The work was presented to the museum to
commemorate the opening of the museum’s annex in 1968.

second was added in anticipation of the visit of the
Emperor Taisho in 1908, the building features spacious tatami mat floors and walls dusted with gold.
Scrolls depicting scenery and animals are hung in
the alcoves. On the ground floor is a tea room
called the Rokumeiro, meaning six windows and a
hearth, while the upstairs is spacious and bright
with the scent of tatami in the air.
A pond sits in the middle of the carefully tended
gardens, with orange and white carp occasionally
breaking the surface as they feed. Dragonflies skip
between the lily pads and a Japanese maple tree has
taken root on a rock surrounded by water. There is
the constant trickle of water falling over rocks.
From the villa, the viewer would look over the
garden—which the feudal lord Sakai named the
Kakubuen, meaning dancing crane garden, because one of the elegant birds had landed near
the site of the gazebo—and to the mountain in
the distance.
As the visitor explores the paths through the garden, surprises await around each corner. A stone
lantern and a red torii gateway, a tiny shrine hidden
amid a stand of bamboo, and two arched bridges
that bisect the pond. Birds sing in the trees.
The villa and the garden were turned into an art

museum by the Homma family in 1947. The early
displays included works loaned by other old local
families in this area, but the collection soon grew
as works were purchased or donated.
Of all the exhibits, the dolls are among the
most popular. The Hakusen Bunko Collection
was donated in 1964 and includes no fewer than
seventy sets of precious classic dolls and more
than 200 figures.
The number of works soon outgrew the space
available in the villa, and a new exhibition building
was completed in 1968. Over two stories, the
annex rotates the more than 2,500 items that make
up the collection, including celadon bowls that
date back to the Koryo Dynasty in Korea, handthrown raku tea bowls created by the master potter Chojiro, and paintings by Kuroda Kiyoteru and
Maruyama Oukyo.
When this writer visited the works on display incorporated the natural themes—fish, birds, plants,
trees, rocks, waterfalls—that can still be seen in the
neighboring garden.
Julian Ryall is the Japan correspondent for the Daily
Telegraph and freelances for
publications around the world.

The Homma Museum of Art
Address: 7-7 Onari-cho, Sakata-shi, Yamagata-ken, 998-0024, Japan
Phone Number: +81 234 24 4311 Fax.: +81 234 24 4312
Website: www.homma-museum.or.jp/ (Japanese)
Hours: Closed on Mondays and between December 22 and January 7.
Entrance: 900 yen for adults, 400 yen for students and free for junior high
school pupils and younger children.

Homma Museum of Art
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Traditional Toys

AFLO

Incense Stick Fireworks

Senkou hanabi, or incense stick fireworks, are colorful thin tissue paper strings
containing a small amount of gunpowder at one end. The strings are dangled and
ignited, causing the gunpowder to melt into a hot orange ball. Once lit, the paper
string must be held very still. With luck, the user will see the molten ball slowly climb
the string, soon to issue sparks. The slow, gentle process and pyrotechnic effect is
mesmerizing and enjoyed by all the family as an essential part of the Japanese summer.
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Answers for p. 23
Q1: B. In Japan, trains travel on the left, as with road traffic. So in the case of the Yamanote
loop line, trains that run clockwise on the outside of the circle are sotomawari, and trains that run anti-clockwise on
the inside of the circle are uchimawari. Q2: A. Japanese people make a New Year’s visit to a shrine or temple to pray for
happiness in the coming year, a custom known as hatsumode. Harajuku Station faces Meiji-jingu, Japan’s most popular shrine
for hatsumode. More than three million people from all over Japan visit this shrine in the first three days of January. To relieve
the congestion, visitors are able to access Meiji-jingu directly from the platform adjacent to the shrine during this period..

